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Abstract-A TDMA access-control scheme  operating under a nonpre- 
emptive  message-based priority discipline is  considered and analyzed. The 
moment generating function (MGF) of the message waiting-time is ob- 
tained, at  an  arbitrary station  of the network, under the assumptions  of a 
Poisson  message arrival stream  and  random  message lengths governed by a 
general distribution,  for  each priority class.  Using these results, explicit 
formulas  for any moment  of the message delay can be obtained. In particu- 
lar, expressions for  the average and standard deviation  of the message 
waiting-time are presented, for the case when shod  (e+, interactive) mes- 
sages have priority over  longer  (e&, batch) messages. 

Vv 
I. INTRODUCTION 

E consider a multiple access communication channel 
which is intended to serve a  population of N(>2)  sta- 

ti'ons, each wishing to transmit  its  data messages across the 
channel. A satellite community of earth  stations,  a terrestrial 
radio channel  providing the  communication medium to  a 
number of data terminals, a local  area communications net- 
work,  or  a multiplexed  link in  a  computer  network serve 
as examples. 

The sharing of the channel by the  network users (stations) 
is supervised and  controlled by the underlying  access-control 
discipline. A  multitude of access-control  schemes have been 
devised and  studied.  In particular, one can  distinguish among 
procedures involving fixed-assignment schemes [ 1 I , [ 21 , 
reservation  schemes [ 21, [ 31, polling schemes [41, random 
access schemes [ 51 -[ 71 , or procedures which integrate several 
of the above-mentioned  schemes [ 81, [ 91 . 

Fixed assignment schemes  are easy to  implement, manage, 
control,  and utilize. These schemes have been used in several 
multiaccess communication channels. Under a fixed assign- 
ment scheme, each active station  in  the  network is assigned a 
fixed  channel transmission time  and/or  bandwidth slots. In 
particular, TDMA (time division multiple access) fixed assign- 
ment schemes  are frequently used due to their flexibility and 
adaptability characteristics. 

Under a TDMA scheme  each station is assigned, on  a fixed 
basis, channel  transmission  times. Thus,  time is divided into 
successive periods of constant  duration called (time) frames. 
Each frame is subdivided into M(>N) successive slots. A slot 
is assumed to be T seconds  long, We consider the general 
situation where station i can be assigned ni slots/frame (ni  2 1) 
which are  uniformly  distributed (equally spaced) over the 
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frame. Thus, we assume that  a  different  number  of slots can be 
allocated to different stations.  Therefore,  a  station can be 
allocated a  number of slots which is proportioud  to  its  traffic. 

As for  other access-control  schemes, the  performance  of 
sy'stems operating under  a TDMA discipline can be measured 
in terms of its delay-throughput function.  The  latter describes 
the variation of message time delays (from  the  instant  of  their 
generation, or arrival at  the  station,  to  the  instant  of  their 
successful reception by the  destination  station) as a  function 
of  the  total  information traffic  carried by the  communication 
channel. In  terms of these  indexes of performance, we note 
that  fixed assignment access-control  schemes can provide an 
efficient way to share the channel when the dedicated  channel 
resources (time and bandwidth) are well utilized by each  sta- 
tion. This is, for example, the case when each station is  gov- 
erned  by a steady  traffic stream. 

The need for message-based priority functions in TDMA 
schemes is very frequently  encountered. In many applications 
we multiplex (join) the  traffic  streams generated by several 
users (terminals) for  a  multitude of applications over the same 
bandwidth, in order  to achieve higher channel  utilization. For 
example, interactive-type  traffic streams are often combined 
with  traffic  streams governed by other applications,  such as 
file transfer/batch services. In such applications,  each message 
subprocess  requires its own message-delay (response-time) 
grade of service. For  that purpose, a  priority  function is in- 
corporated,  for example,  by assigning a higher priority  to in- 
teractive messages, and a lower priority to  the  hatch messages. 

In this  paper we derive the message delay performance of 
TDMA access-control  schemes operating  under  a  nonpreemp- 
tive priority discipline. The  priority  function  .morporated 
here assigns priorities to messages based on  their precedence 
level. Under the assumptions of Poisson message arrival streams, 
and random message lengths governed by a general distribu- 
tion,  for each priority class, we obtain  the (steady-state) MGF 
of .the message waiting-time at  an  arbitrary  station of the 
network. 

Message delay analysis for TDMA schemes under preemp- 
tive and nonpreemptive disciplines was recently performed by 
Rubin [ l o ] .  In  that  paper, message arrivals were model.ed 
as a discrete-time batch process. Thus, message arrivals were 
recorded at  the  end of the underlying time  slot. Messages  of 
the same priority class arriving within the  same time-frame 
were ordered  for service at  random, while such messages arriv- 
ing in different frames were served on  a first-come first-served 
basis. In  turn,  in this  paper we assume messages to arrive, and 
to be recorded as arriving, in  accordance  with a  continuous- 
time Poisson process, so that messages of the same priority 
class are served on  a first-come first-served basis, even for 
arrivals that  occur in the same slot  (or time-frame). For t.he 
latter  model,  formulas  for  the average limiting message delay 
were obtained by <am [ 111, in  the particular situation of one 
single slot/frame allocated to each station. In comparison, wc 
derive here  expressions for  the Laplace-Stieltjes transform  of 
the  full  distribution of the message waiting-time  and  delay. As 
a  result,  our formulas can be used to obtain explicit  expres- 
sions for  any  moment of the message delelr. In particular, we 
present here expressions for  the  first and  second moment of 
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the message waiting-time. These results  should be of prime 
importance  in  the design and analysis ,of  such priority-based 
TDMA schemes. 

The system model is presented in Section 11. In Section 111 
the message waiting-time analysis is carried out. Numerical 
results  are  presented in Section IV, for a TDMA system  which 
employs a shortest-message-first priority service discipline. 

11. THE SYSTEM MODEL 

We consider  a TDMA scheme with N input stations. Each 
station is assigned, on a  dedicated basis, channel  transmission 
time and  transmission slots. Thus, time is divided into succes- 
sive periods called (time) frames. Each frame is composed of 
M successive slots  indexed  from 1 to M .  Time  slots identified 
by the  same  index, in consecutive  frames, form a TDMA cir- 
cuit.  Generated messages are assumed to be composed of fixed 
data units called packets. These packets are then  transmitted 
during the stations’ access times. The transmission time of 
a packet is made  equal  to  the  duration of a time  slot. We let 
the  duration of a time  frame be TF (seconds) and  that of a 
time  slot be T (seconds), so that TF = M T .  Station i is assigned 
ni slots/frame (i = 1, 2, -, N )  in a  uniformly distributed 
fashion. For the  purpose of analysis, we assume M to be  a 
multiple of ni, each i = 1,  2, --, N .  We later generalize for  the 
case in which N/ni is not  an integer.  Hence,  according to  its 
traffic,  station i is granted access to  the  channel, in  a  periodic 
fashion, every T F ~  = MT/ni seconds (or every M/ni  slots), 
i = 1, 2, -, N. 

At  each of the N stations,  each arriving message is assumed 
to belong to  one  out of K different  priority classes. The 
message association  with  a priority class may  depend,  for  ex- 
ample, on  its  length  distribution,  identity of source/destina- 
tion,  and/or  its  type  (data,  control,  etc.). Messages arriving at 
a station are stored in  a buffer;  then, following  a nonpreemp- 
tive priority discipline,  each station schedules the  stored 
messages for transmission  across the channel. When the chan- 
nel  becomes available to a station,  the highest priority message 
(among all messages residing in the  station  buffer) is trans- 
mitted. Messages of the same  priority class are ordered for 
transmission on a  first-come first-served basis. Messages in  the 
transmission state  cannot be preempted. 

Before deriving the results for  the general case, we solve for 
the simpler situation  in which ni  = 1, i = 1,  2, .-, N and 
N = M ;  so that each station is allocated  a single slot/frame. 
The first slot  in each time frame is dedicated for transmission 
of messages by the first station,  the second slot is dedicated to 
the second station,  and so on. As will be shown,  after solving 
for this  simpler  case, we readily obtain  the desired results 
under general  assumptions.  Hence, for  the  time being, we 
assume M stations, each of which  can access the channel only 
once  during each  frame. 

Since different  stations are  allocated disjoint time  slots, 
the  statistical behavior of each station is independent of that 
of any other  station. Hence, the analysis will be concentrated 
at  only  one of the M network  stations,  say,  station 1. 

At  each station  (and,  in  particular,  at  station  1)  the message 
arrival stream is characterized  by a Poisson point process, so 
that hk (expressed in messages per second) is the average arrival 
rate of class-k messages. Each message is subdivided into ele- 
mentary  units called packets. A packet is assumed to contain 
p - l  bits. Setting  the transmission rate of the  channel  (bit  rate) 
to be C bits  per  second (bits/s), we make 7 equal to ( P C ) - ~ .  
Thus,  it  takes  exactly  one  slot  to  transmit a single packet.  The 
number of packets  contained  in  the  nth arriving message of 
priority class k is denoted by B, (k ) (k  = 1, 2, --, K).  It is 
assumed that { B , ( k ) ;  n > l} is a  sequence of independent  and 
identically  distributed (i.i.d.) random variables for each k = 
1, 2, ..., K. The  time  taken to transmit  the  nth message belong- 
ing to class k is represented as a, (k) .  Notice that { a , ( k ) ;  n > 
1) is also a  sequence of i.i.d. random variables. 

The  distribution and  characteristic functions of B, (k )  are, 
respectively, defined as 

and 

m 

111. MESSAGE WAITING-TIME ANALYSIS 
For  the underlying station we define: 

W , ( k )  = waiting time of the  nth class-k message arriving at 
the  station 

r -  

t 0; k = 1, 2, ..., K 

k = 1, 2;-, K 

f m  

Fig. 1  illustrates the behavior of the  channel, assuming the 
existence of only class k messages. From  this figure, we ob- 
serve that, if all existing messages are of class k,  then  the 
behavior of the system is very close to  that of an M/G/1 
queueing  system with arrival rate hk and service times S , ( k ) ,  
characterized  by 

The  fundamental difference is that messages arriving to an 
empty system will have to wait, due to  the  frame  synchroniza- 
tion mechanism, to  the  start  time of their dedicated slot in the 
next frame.  Such messages could be delayed even further if 
messages of higher priority arrive during their wait time. To 
avoid this complication in the analysis, the system is induced 
to be always nonempty  (busy) by the following  artifice.  Sub- 
sequently we invoke the use of standard results of priority 
queueing [ 121 to complete  the analysis. We note  that  such  an 
artifice has been previously utilized in [ 131 to  derive the 
packet waiting-time distribution in  a slotted (Pierce) loop. 

First, assume that  an  extra  hypothetical lowest priority 
class, class K i- 1, is incorporated,  such  that  it only  handles 
single-packet messages; thus 

Assume the arrival rate of this class of messages to be suffi- 
ciently high so that  the  station  is never empty (idle). Then, in 
steady  state,  the  buffer will always contain,  at  any  time,  at 
least  a single class-(K + 1) message, and  any message arriving at 
the system will find it busy, so that, following the  nonpreemp- 
tive priority  rule,  any arriving message has to wait for  the be- 
ginning of the  next  frame  in  order  to  start  its transmission. 
Therefore,  at  the beginning of the  next  frame,  the message 
to be transmitted is going to be the  one  with highest priority, 
which  has arrived in the previous frame  (if  any  has arrived). 
Notice  that  this will introduce  the  frame  latency delay  which 
appears  in the analyses of  TDMA schemes [ 11, [ 2 ] ,   [ l o ] ,  
[ I l l ,  [141-[161. 

This  simple artifice provides us with the required synchro- 
nization mechanism for  the TDMA structure. With its  incor- 
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I IDLE SERVICE SLOT: 

TF - MT 
MESSAGE LENGTHS  IPACKETSI: 

g l k )  I 1; elk). 2; glkl 1; glkl J 
1 2 3 4  

Fig. 1. Illustration of class-k message  behavior at station 1. 

poration, Takacs'  results [ 121 for message delays in a non- 
preemptive,  priority-based, continuous-time queueing  system 
can be directly  applied. 

The  distribution Bk( .) and Laplace-Stieltjes transform 
B,*(s) of S , ( k )  are then given by 

m 

Bk(X) =P(LS,(~) < X )  2 Pk,ju(X - / T p ) ;  x 0 
j =  1 k = 1, 2, -, K 

where u( .) represents the  unit-step  function, and 

m m 

Bz(S)  = e c S *   d B k ( x )  =x PkJe-'iTF = & , ( e - S T F )  
j =  1 

since P ( s , ( ~ )  = / T F )  = P(B,@)  = i) = @ k , j ;  each i = 1 , 2 ,  
and k = 1, 2, ..*, K.  The  ith  moment  of S , ( k ) ,  denoted by 
b k ,  i ,  is  given  by 

m 

b k , i  = x!?{[S,(~)] ' }  = X i  dBk(X) 

i= 1 

k 

By ( l ) ,  we have 

B K + ~ ( X )  = u(x - T F ) ;  x 2 0 

B Z + ~ ( ~ )  = e p s T F -  b ~ +  1 ,i = ( T F ) ~ .  

With these  definitions, we are  able to apply  Takacs'  results 
for  nonpreemptive priorities  in continuous  time [ 121 directly, 
to obtain  the message waiting-time MGF.  All we have to  do is 
to plug our parameters  and transforms  into  the  formulas given 
in [ 121. This is given by the  next  theorem (cf. [ 12,  Theorems 
1,41). 

Theorem: Consider a TDMA scheme,  where the  station 
under consideration (called station 1) is assigned one slot 
within  each time frame and whose messages belong to K dif- 
ferent  priority levels. If the system operates  under a nonpre- 
emptive priority discipline and  the parameters  are  defined as 
earlier in this section,  then  the Laplace-Stieltjes transform  of 
message waiting-time for class-k messages (in steady  state) 
satisfies, for v k  = ~ i k ,  hi T F . E ( B ~ ( ~ ) )  < 1, q o  4 0 ,  

W $ ( S )  = k $ ( S  + I\k- 1 [ 1 - G,*(s)] 1 (2) 

where C$(s) is the  root with smallest absolute value in w of 
the  equation 

and 

K ca 

. I r m  

If q k  2 1, then  no  proper limiting distribution exists. 
The reader is referred to [ 121 for a discussion about  the 

solution  to (3). See also [ 17, pp. 625-6281  where the  solution 
to such a functional  equation is analyzed. (Notice  that (3), ( 5 ) ,  
and ( 6 )  converge for every set of Pi,, for Re (s) B 0; see [ 17, 
p. 625 1 .) 

To  just  compute  the  moments of the message waiting-time, 
rather  than solving for  the  roots  in (3), it is only necessary to 
calculate the derivatives of Gz(s) at s = 0. This is readily 
obtained  through  differentiation of both sides of (3), when- 
ever this derivative exists. 

The  first  and second moments of the waiting-time of class- 
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k (in  steady  state) are respectively given by 

and 

The first  and  second moments of the message waiting-time, 
in  steady state, are given by 

The delay of a message is defined as the  total  time  spent by 
the message to get through  the  system.  It is equal to  the sum 
of  its waiting-time and service-time. Denoting by D,(k)  the 
delay of the  nth message of priority class k ,  we have 

D,(k) = W,(k) + ~ , ( k )  (9) 

where 

= T + [B,(k) - 11 * TF (10) 

is the  total  time elapsed since the first  packet of the  nth 
message starts  its transmission, until  the last packet of this 
same message is completely  transmitted. Notice that 
should not be  confused with S,(k), which was assumed to be 
the service time  for  the  nth message in the M/G/1 queueing 
system, idealized  earlier,  in order to obtain  the  distribution 

Then,  from (9) and (lo),  the averade delay s k  is  given by 
of W,(k). 

D k  = Wk,l + - + {E[Bnck)] - 1}TF TF 

= Wk,l + E[B,(k)] -__. i‘ M -  ‘1 TF (1  1) 
M 

with wk,1  given by (7). 
As a particular case of the  theorem, if K = 1, one  obtains 

the message waiting-time MGF for a regular TDMA scheme, as 
given by the following  corollary. 

Corollary 1: In a TDMA scheme in which the arrival stream 
of messages is characterized  by  a Poisson distribution  with 
intensity h (messagesls) and  the  terminal  under consideration 
(terminal  1) is assigned one  slot within  each time  frame; if 
the message lengths have distribution {& = P(B, = k ) ;  k = 1, 
2, -*}, moments bk = E[Bnk] ,  such  that b = b l  < O0, b2 < O0, 
b )  < 00 and if p = hTFb < 1, then  the  distribution of the 
message waiting time,  in  steady  state, is  given by 

(1 - p )  * (1 - e-sTF) 
W*(s) = (12) 

TF[ s - h + U*(S)] 

with 
m 

If p 2 1,  then  there is no  stationary  distribution. 

- m ( B 3 ) ~ F 3  + ( I  - ~ ) T F ~  
w2 = 

3(1 - P )  

+ [ h!?(B2)TF2] + b?(Bz)( 1 - p)TF3 

2(1 - PI2 
(1 5) 

Using (1  1) and (1 4), the average message delay is given by 

which is the same expression derived by Lam [ 1  1 1 ,  who used  a 
rather  different  approach. 

Before  proceeding, we make the following  observations  re- 
lated to previous performance analyses of  TDMA schemes. In 
[ 11 1, Lam analyzed  a priority  structure which was the same as 
in this  paper. Regular (nonpriority) TDMA  was also analyzed 
in [ 11 ] by utilizing previous results for M/G/1 queues, where 
messages initiating busy periods have a service-time distribu- 
tion which  differs from  that of messages transmitted during an 
ongoing  busy  period.  Results there  included only the  first 
moment  for  the message delay. The  approaches used in [ 141 - 
[ 161 and [ 181 were based on  an  imbedded Markov chain 
(IMC) technique. In [ 141, Chu and Konheim  analyzed  a regu- 
lar (nonpriority, a single slot per frame allocated to  each 
station) TDMA scheme,  and obtained  the first moment of the 
virtual  waiting-time experienced by an  hypothetical message 
bringing rn (virtual) data  units to  the system [ 14,  eq. (7)J .  In 
[ 161, Hayes employed  the IMC technique to get the MGF  of 
the  virtual waiting time experienced by a message bringing m 
packets t o  the system [16, eqs. ( l ) ,  (17), (18), (23), (26)l. 
He also assumed a nonpriority scheme  with  a single slot per 
frame dedicated to each station. Aein and Kosovych [ 15 J and 
Kosovych [ 181 have also utilized the  method of IMC to study 
TDMA schemes without  priority rules. The schemes  analyzed 
by them  included  more general assumptions  about  the  slot 
allocation. They derived upper  and  lower  bounds  for  the 
expected virtual waiting-time experienced  by  a message for a 
TDMA scheme  with  contiguous  slot allocations, and  exact 
results for TDMA with  distributed allocations [ 18, eqs. (4), 
( S ) ,  (S)] . The simple method  employed  in  the present  paper 
has not utilized any of the  techniques above.  However, the 
results due to Takacs [ 121,  employed  in  this  paper, are derived 
by incorporating  the  imbedded Markov chain approach. 

We now generalize our result to include  the  assumption of 
uniformly  distributed allocations of slots per frame to  each 
station. Recall that  in  our general TDMA model, n, slots per 
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frame  are allocated to station m (m = 1, 2 ,  -, N )  and each 
time  frame contains M ( 2 N )  slots. 

Assume M/n,  to be an integer for each m = 1, 2, ..e, N .  
(Later, we  will drop this  restriction.)  Under  these  assumptions, 
our results derived previously in this paper can  be used to yield 
the limiting MGF of waiting-time, for class-k  messages at sta- 
tion m. Define all previous  parameters in  this paper as related 
to  station m (e.g., hk is the arrival rate of class-k messages, at 
station m ) .  Then, replacing TF with TF/n,, formulas (2)- 
( 6 )  give the limiting MGF, and (7)-(I 1) yield the limiting 
moments,  for waiting-time and deiay of class-k messages at  
station m. 

If K = 1 (no priorities), replacing TF with TF/nm in (1 2)- 
(16) we obtain  results  for  the limiting MGF and moments of 
waiting-time and  delay,  at  station m, in  a nonpriority TDMA 
scheme  with  uniformly distributed allocation of slots/frame to 
each  station. This later  scheme  has been previously suggested 
and analyzed by Kosovych [ 181, who derived results for  the 
average of virtual delay experienced by a message bringing m 
(virtual)  packets to the  station's  buffer.  The  technique em- 
ployed in [ 181 was based on the  method of IMC and,  there- 
fore,  rather  different  from  the  one utilized  by us. 

Now, if Mfrt ,  is not an  integer, replacing TF in  the pre- 
vious calculations  with [M/n,  J T  or  with TM/n,l.r, where 
1x1 and [xi  are,  respectively, the biggest integer not larger 
than x and the smallest integer not smaller than x, would yield 
upper and lower  bounds on nloments of message waiting-time 
and delay. We notice  that, since in practice M is large as com- 
pared with n,, these  bounds will be very close to each other. 

Finally, we notice  that if more  than  one  slot is contiguously 
allocated to a station,  our results cannot be applied.  Our feel- 
ing,  however, is that  the case of uniformly  distributed alloca- 
tion should  provide  a lower  bound  for  the average message 
waiting time.  Comparisons  between  these two schemes have 
shown  that  this is the case [ 181 . 

IV. NUMER~CAL RESULTS 
As an example of a TDMA system  with message-based 

priorities,  consider  a TDMA channel  with the shortest-message- 
first (SMF) discipline at each  terminal: Messages arrive at 
the  terminal (say, terminal  1)  at  the  rate h messages/s (or ~ T F  
messages/frame). An arriving message belongs to class k with 
probability K- ; k = 1, 2, -*,  K. A class-k message consists o f  
k packets. 

For this  particular situation, we have 

implying that 

The equilibrium condition  for  the  kth  priority level becomes 

in Figs. 2-5, the averages and  standard deviations of the 

p = O . O  

F 

7 
2 4 6 8 10 

MkSSAGE LENGTH 

p=O.Q 
/ 

2 

IL 
K 
v 

MESSAGE LENGTH 

Fig. 3.  Standard deviation of waiting time versus message length for a TDMA 
scheme under the SMF discipline; p = 7 10 = 5.5xT~.  

message waiting-time, obtahed by using (7) and (8), are il- 
lustrated  for  the case when K = 10,. Notice that, in those fig- 
ures, the  traffic  intensity of the system is defined as p = QK =: 

~ T F ( K  -I- 1)/2. 
As observed from  the figures presented,  for a TDMA chan- 

nel operating under  the SMF discipline, not only  high-priority 
messages (short messages) have a Smaller waiting-time than 
low-priority messages (long messages), but  they also experi- 
ence finitely bounded waiting-time levels even when the  traf- 
fic intensity is close to 1. 

It is noticed  that  the message waiting-time increases  with 
the message length, as expected. This feature is often desirable 
since, for  many  typical applications,  a much smaller waiting- 
time level is prescribed for  short messages (e.g., interactive: 
data traffic)  than  for  long messages (e.g., batch  data traffic). 
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